The town which can grow up with a tree

Concept
The new town which ascertains
its life. The life style that the
tree buds, grows up, decays
and buds again resembles to
the life of human being
that we tie to born, breed, old
and a new generation is born.
Town planning that enables
people to live there from the
cradle to the grave the
circulation of life.

Japanese age pyramid

Town Planning Corresponding To All Ages.
In this ﬁgure, we can catch present status called ageing society with fewer children
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society well.
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In making a new town, it is a mast to think about the means of transportation of the
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elderly person, so we adopt LRT in this town. To healed by touching children who are
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familiar to an elderly person.To arrange an amusement and the restaurant to have you
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enjoy a holiday for a middle-ages person.To establish the place for dating that can talk
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slowly on Wood deck lengthening along a shopping mall and an observatory, the
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surface of the water for a younger person.And I kept the citizen-based town planning
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that coped with all age in mind while feelings being rich, and being kind, and loading it
with a wish to want the big human being such as the big treeto bring up by living while
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feeling nature to be for the childhood period.
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Light Rail Transit
One of the big problems of Shinkiba, Tatsumi area, a meansof transportation is limited.New transportation system was created through the Tokyo
Olympic of 1964.
We suggest LRT as new transportation system in the Tokyo Olympic of 2020.
To our concept, a track of LRT lengthens like a branch and does the movement of the people of Shinkiba, Tatsumi area lively.In 2020, we may not miss
it as a means of transportation of Shinkiba, Tatsumi area.

The Place That Energy Get

Connect The People
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We will build many buildings that can include restaurants or stores next to wood decks.
When kindergartens are considered to the starting point of town planning corresponding to all ages.

The people are connected in the second ﬂoor of the bridge. We were able to move so far only by crossing the road.

Nursing homes are built with them.Hereby it is expected that children learn fear toward the olds and that the olds are given

But the people can move the bridge without being alienated for the traﬃc of the road because the bridge

hope to live by energetic children.This relationship causes politeness between children to the olds and builds the basement of

can be connected in the second ﬂoor. The bridge connects the station square and the tower

character building.

and the outlet mall, and people can move smoothly.

Now Shinkiba, Tatsumi area has no building like that.So if those buildings for twenties to ﬁfties, namely, the youth to the family
We will build many buildings that can include restaurants
are built, that area will get lively.By the way from now we consider these buildings built next to wood decks to trunks of trees.So,
or stores next to wood decks. Now Shinkiba, Tatsumi area has
a lot of buildings around those buildings built under activation of this area as time passes look like leaves of trees.This form of
no building like that. So if those buildings for twenties
activation is considered to be caused by the nature of the
to ﬁfties, namely, WKH\RXWKWRWKHIDPLO\DUHEXLOW,

Sleep under the Tree

In Japan that the person over the age of 65 who is more than quarter of the population occupies, the demand for nursing
home which take care of the olds is increasing.Our concepts is town planning corresponding to all ages.Therefore, we
suggests parallel establishment of the nursing home and kindergartens.We think the person who lives in nursing home

of Simkiba.is tree. We suggest using trees, the cemetery

gain the power by the power of children.

of tree will be an oasis, too. The cemetery by the sea is rare.
So, it can reply to the demand of the people who want to rest in
feeling the mood of the sea.

that area will get lively.

The tree grows up

Welcome Space

Feeling
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The row of cherry blossom trees way of the station square is a place to be able to enjoy when it is spring every year.

IDFLOLWLHVRIWKHWRZQLILWEHFRPHVELJ

It will be that the row of cherry blossom trees liked by any people regardless of age or sex becomes

7KHQWKHSHRSOHJURZVXSZLWKWKHJURZWKRIWKHWUHHDQGWKHSHRSOHRIWKLVWRZQEHFRPH

the place that many people visit.

DQDGXOWDQGWRPRYHWKLVWRZQ

The people are connected in the second ﬂoor of the bridge. We were able to move so far only by crossing the road.
This art studio remade an existing factory.
But the people can move the bridge without being alienated for the traﬃc of the road because the bridge
I made the place where art was born to adopt new culture in Shinkiba.
can be connected in the second ﬂoor. The bridge connects the station square and the tower
Someone give birth in an art studio and send it in an art museum in the neighborhood.
and the outlet mall, and people can move smoothly.
These facilities adopt new culture in Shinkiba.

A tomb is ﬁnal destination of human life.And the symbol

Look at the sea

People gather

Kiba city regarded to the city of wood has developed as the stockyard of woods
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for Edo period. The stockyard began to remove to the reclaimed land to prevent
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the pollution and stave oﬀ a danger, after that, Shin-Kiba city today has been built.
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The stockyard of woods reminds me of those days and has been utilized.
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We can spend the time feeling seasons, sent of tree, and the changing
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times with our skins.

